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US Fleet Tracking Provides 2 Tips For Obtaining Mobile-Friendly GPS
Tracker Updates

US Fleet Tracking talks about how businesses can receive important GPS tracker information
via text messages.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (PRWEB) August 17, 2016 -- Can any business oriented person really go anywhere
these days without their cell phone? Truthfully, it’d be pretty difficult to operate without that connection. While
US Fleet Tracking doesn’t condone fleet drivers looking down at their phone while making their way down the
road, the mobile-friendly GPS tracker updates are a superb way for managers to keep tabs on things happening
in the field. It’s no surprise that fleet managers will need to check their cell phones. Now, thanks to the
convenience of GPS tracker updates being mobile-friendly they have a good reason to be looking at their
phone. Today, US Fleet Tracking provides 2 tips for obtaining these important updates via text messages.

#1- Receiving Alerts: After logging into the system, it’s simple to access the alert set-up feature by clicking into
the “alerts” area. The GPS tracker alert system, then, empowers users to create a limitless number of alerts all
with the ability to be sent as a text message and/or an email anytime the programmed event takes place. Think
about how easy obtaining reminders of scheduled vehicle maintenance could be!

#2- Receiving Reports: With GPS tracker software, the data collected can be generated into reports, some of
which can be viewed on a cell phone. This information can be viewed by clicking into the “reports” area and
selecting a type of report to read. The most helpful reports might include information about driver analytics
including speed, idling, aggressive driving, and mileage. Having all this sent directly to managers encourages
them to sustain an efficient business with fewer vehicle breakdowns, accidents, and high-dollar repair bills.

As a bonus, signing in to the cell phone application is easy to do and users can opt to check the “Remember
me” button to ensure that they don’t have to remember their password the next time they want to log in. Start
receiving important GPS tracker information on a cell phone to add some more ease to the day!

To view US Fleet Tracking’s GPS tracker selection, please click here.
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Contact Information
Sam Sims
US Fleet Tracking
http://www.usfleettracking.com/
+1 405.726.9919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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